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ABSTRACT
PartyVote is a democratic music jukebox designed to give
all participants an equal influence on the music played at
social gatherings or parties. PartyVote is designed to pro-
vide appropriate music in established social groups with
minimal user interventions and no pre-existing user profiles.
The visualization uses dimensionality reduction to show song
similarity and overlays information about how votes affect
the music played. Visualizing voting decisions allows users
to link music selections with individuals, providing social
awareness. Traditional group norms can subsequently be
leveraged to maintain fair system use and empower users.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Screen design; H.5.3 [Group &
Organization Interfaces]: computer-supported coopera-
tive work; H.5.5 [Sound & Music Computing]: Systems

General Terms
Performance, Design, Human Factors.

Keywords
CSCW, information visualization, music systems, music map,
entertainment, voting, social interaction, group dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION
Conflicts in informal social environments such as house

parties often arise from differences in individual preferences.
Unlike music sharing, choosing music for a group involves
making compromises between each user’s individual tastes.
Music is frequently chosen by a party’s host to avoid conflict.
This leaves music selection in the hands of an individual. Al-
though some hosts allow anyone to help determine the music
played, the time required to repeatedly select songs or al-
bums is often unappealing. Small groups of self-designated
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disk jockeys (DJs) can take over music selection responsibil-
ities, also limiting decisions to a select few users. Playing
music that everyone knows can frustrate more ‘musically
adventurous’ party-goers. Conversely, playing less popular
music can annoy people who want to hear familiar songs.

We present PartyVote, a system that provides established
groups with a simple democratic mechanism for selecting
and playing music at social events (see Figure 1). Implicit
rules or norms are more likely to restrict behaviors in small
established groups since undesirable actions are evident and
peer pressure is effective[4, 8]. For example, actively pre-
venting friends from choosing music is probably contrary to
group norms. A visualization system for a casual setting
should be intuitive, informative and would ideally support
unwritten social rules to ensure fair system use while en-
abling individuals to express their preferences. Our system
accomplishes this by improving user visibility - information
presented to everyone about an individual’s actions. Our
design goals for PartyVote include:

1. Support individuals & appease the group: The system
should act as a ‘discount DJ’, taking requests and play-
ing music that will appease the most people.

2. Leverage existing social dynamics: We believe that sys-
tem use will be constrained by group norms. The sys-
tem should allow users to see each other’s votes and
their influence on the music selection. This allows so-
cial pressures to be applied.

3. Minimize & simplify necessary interactions: The time
commitment for choosing music should be minimal to
maximize general appeal. For example, users should
not need to choose more than one song. The system
should not need to be the center of attention. The
visualization should be transparent, fun, and intuitive.

4. Use common hardware & personal music: Small casual
social gatherings are more likely to have a PC, speak-
ers, and a local digital music library than to have a
tabletop display or other specialized equipment.

PartyVote allows each participant at a party to choose a
song, album, artist, or genre from a local digital music col-
lection. Each voter is guaranteed that at least one song from
their choice will be played. Each song is given a weight dic-
tating the probability that it will be played. User votes in-
crease the weight of similar songs and define the boundaries
of the potentially playable song region in the collection’s mu-
sic information space (the black region in Figure 1). Songs
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Figure 1: A screen shot of the PartyVote system demonstrating the space-themed visualization window
(points 6-10) and the selection window (points 1-5). The visualization matches twenty-two votes cast during
a system evaluation with the Beatles selected. System components are identified on the right.

outside of this area are not played. Each voter determines
at least one song that is played while the remaining songs
are chosen to appease the greatest number of people.

Our research offers two main contributions. First, medi-
ating social conflicts and decision making using a minimal
commitment voting mechanism is a novel approach to group
music selection with substantial benefits. Second, PartyVote
uses visualized social awareness cues, enabling peer pressure
to enforce system fairness. No previous group music juke-
boxes use either approach.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
PartyVote builds on previous research involving synchronous

co-located (co-present) computer assisted collaborations, dig-
ital music system design and music recommender systems.
Musical preferences can be highly individual, yet party at-
tendees share a common audio signal. Consequently, our
review focuses on co-present music sharing.

Previous CSCW research for small casual groups, such as
the Notification Collage [6], and work by Morris et al.[11],
identify a need for awareness information. These systems
rely heavily on group norms to ensure the systems are not
abused. Computer supported social mediation systems such
as Meme Tags [1] and Ticket2Talk [10] were designed for
large parties. Our research similarly looks at social media-
tion, but we focus on smaller more-integrated groups.

There are three common approaches to computer me-
diated music selection for synchronous co-located groups:
playlist generation systems, recommender systems, and col-
laborative music jukeboxes. Playlist generation systems cre-
ate song sequences based on either a user’s tastes or musical
flow. Systems like Pandora.com [14] use user feedback, sim-
ilar to votes, to refine and guide this playlist generation.
These systems, however, provide no feedback as to how mu-

sic is selected and are designed for single users.
Recommender systems such as musicFX [9], Adaptive Ra-

dio [2] and Flytrap [3], rely on user profiles to find the best
compromises for the group. Profiles consist of a person’s
opinion (or vote) about each item in a set. Acquiring a rea-
sonable number of votes demands a large time cost but does
not account for a user’s current mood if done in advance.
McCarthy and Anagnost [9] reported that some users discov-
ered how their algorithm worked and constrained their in-
terests to force other users to listen to their top preferences.
Jameson [7] suggests using transparent decision mechanisms
and providing user awareness information to avoid such ma-
nipulations. PartyVote addresses both of these suggestions.

Collaborative jukebox systems enable users to jointly se-
lect music. Existing systems require frequent user interac-
tions. Jukola [12] is a democratic MP3 jukebox designed
for use in public places, such as a coffee shop. Jukola re-
lies on users to nominate and vote for songs. A staff mem-
ber was reported unfairly using the system by repeatedly
skipping songs. We believe this was due in part to the ab-
sence of a peer pressure mechanism to mediate conflicts. By
contrast, PartyVote’s visualization allows users to see each
other’s influence on the music selection and thereby influ-
ence their peer’s choices. MUSICtable [15], represents songs
using a collaborative music library visualization system, us-
ing a static two-dimensional (2D) geographic map metaphor,
similar to PartyVote. Unlike PartyVote, MUSICtable re-
quires regular user interactions, and it is designed to be the
attentional focus at a party.

3. PARTYVOTE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
PartyVote is designed for use with a regular keyboard,

mouse, and monitor. Our system discussion focuses on our
three research priorities: the visualization, the voting mech-
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anism, and how we expect the design to affect decisions and
group dynamics. Thus, system interaction techniques are
only discussed as needed.

3.1 System Interface
The PartyVote interface consists of two main sections: a

visualization window and a text based selection window (see
Figure 1). Clicking an entry in the selection window results
in corresponding items in the visualization window being
selected and vice versa (i.e. brushing and linking).

3.1.1 Selection Window
The selection window permits ‘iTunes-like’ text-based mu-

sic browsing by artist, album, song title, or genre. Selecting
an artist, album or genre in the left selection window results
in all songs in that sub-list being displayed in the right se-
lection window. Selected items can be voted for using the
‘vote’ button, which requires the user to input a user name
at that time [8]. Conventional pause/play, stop and skip
buttons provide music control.

3.1.2 Visualization Window
PartyVote uses people’s votes to weight and cull the set

of potentially playable songs. This is done by determining
a similarity between each pair of songs, and positioning the
songs in 2D space, a priori, so that similar songs are close
together. A space travel analogy provides a playful, intuitive
and informal atmosphere for the system, while still convey-
ing similarity-based point distances. Initially, all songs are
represented as stars: songs that have no probability of being
played. Each star is drawn as two intersecting light gray line
segments so it fades toward the gray background. Each star
has a fixed 2D position.

Votes define the playable music region, which is shown
as a convex polygon. Each song in this region, or planet,
is provided a weight. Votes increase the weight of nearby
songs. Planets are either guaranteed to be played (guaran-

teed songs) or potentially playable (potential songs). Guar-
anteed song planets are distinguished from other planets by
an orbiting moon or Saturn-like ring. Originally planet or-
namentation was random, but early users believed this con-
veyed information. A planet’s size represents its weight, and
its colour matches the vote that influenced its weighting the
most. If vote v1 represented by the colour red contributes
0.3 to a song’s total weight of 0.4, that planet is coloured
red. Thus, users can quickly determine the main influence a
vote had and who’s vote caused a song to be played. Played
songs have a darker planet colour and cannot be replayed.

The currently playing song is identified by a space ship,
which flies to the planet when the song begins playing. Song
and voting information about the current song is displayed
at the bottom of the application. Pop-up song metadata,
weight and voting data appear when the mouse rolls over
a planet or star. Left clicking a planet or star selects it.
Zooming is controlled by a right mouse click.

PartyVote’s visualization aims to provide system trans-
parency. Figure 2 demonstrates how the playable songs
change following a vote. By visualizing how songs are cho-
sen, users can make informed choices. Indecisive voters can
choose to vote for popular music to appease the group. A
user who dislikes a band may avoid voting for music in that
band’s region. Some people may vote for a song simply be-
cause they like it, while others may choose a song to increase

Figure 2: Alterations to the potentially playable
song region based on a vote for the song indicated by
a red arrow. Songs whose weights are primarily de-
termined by the new vote are orange. The selected
song is white.

the probability of a region of songs being played. A planet’s
weight and the three primary contributing vote weights are
provided as song text information. This can help users find
people with similar tastes, identify people breaking group
norms, and permit strategic voting.

3.2 Algorithms
Multidimensional Scaling: Principal component anal-

ysis, self-organizing maps, and multidimensional scaling (MDS)
are frequently used to map multidimensional spaces to 2D
[13]. We chose to use MDS because it is efficient, tends to
provide a globally correct solution, and permits the use of
any distance metric. Sound similarity and music metadata
were used to calculate song distances. Layout implementa-
tion details are discussed later.

Voting Algorithm: Each user vote affects music selec-
tion in two ways: at least one song per vote is guaranteed to
be played and music similar to the selection is more likely
to be played. A vote identifies a collection of one or more
songs. The guaranteed song is randomly chosen from this
collection. Each vote has a weight of 1.0 and this weight is
distributed evenly across all songs in the collection.

The Playable Music Area: A convex hull of the guar-
anteed song positions is calculated using a 2D Graham’s
Scan, and defines the potentially playable area of music [5].
A convex hull defines the minimal convex polygon bounding
all user preferences. Points within the hull define a compro-
mise between the votes. Numerous music regions could be
used, however, we feel the convex hull results in more mu-
sical compromises between users and leads to music discov-
eries. Similarly, a higher dimensional Graham’s Scan could
be used but calculations would be extremely slow.

For each song voted for in the playable area, similar songs
are weighted according to the formula Wj =

PN

i=1
(Wi÷Dij).

Dij is the Euclidean distance between songs i and j, Wi is
the weight given to song i and N is the set of songs in the
library. Thus, songs frequently voted for and songs near
popular music are more likely to be played. We believe this
approach will satisfy most listeners while boundary voters
get to listen to at least one song of their choice.

Music Playlists: Playlists are generated every time a
vote is cast, with guaranteed songs played within two hours
of their vote. Thanks to user feedback, future releases will
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play guaranteed songs within a half hour. Potential songs
fill in the remainder of the playlist based on song weight.

3.3 Implementation
PartyVote was designed for typical hardware and personal

digital music libraries. The PartyVote system was written
using Java Swing. MP3 files were played using JLayer. Ini-
tial user testing was conducted on a 1.66 GHz Intel Centrino
Duo Core laptop with Windows XP and 1GB of RAM. The
mean refresh rate was 34 frames per second. The primary
author’s 3364 song personal music collection was used.

3.3.1 Song Layout
Music layouts were generated a priori using custom tools.

Song metadata was collected using iTunes and saved in a
text file. Metadata was weighted with artist, album, genre,
song title and user rating weighted heavily. Each dimension
was normalized between 0.0 (a perfect match) and 1.0 (no
match). String pair differences were either Boolean or 1−(#
of common characters/text length). Numerical fields used
absolute difference. Metadata errors were not corrected.

Sound similarity was calculated using bextract and the
Marsyas sound analysis library [16]. The first 120 seconds
of each song were analyzed using Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients and Short Time Fourier Transforms to provide
68 attributes. Dimensions were normalized and Euclidean
distances between pairs of song vectors were calculated.

Normalized metadata and sound similarity distances were
combined in a variety of ways and visually tested to en-
sure a good layout. The squared normalized average was
ultimately chosen to remove variability differences between
sound similarity and metadata distances and to emphasize
tightly clustered song groups. Songs were laid out in 2D
using MDSteer [17] without steering. Layout files were pre-
computed and read at PartyVote’s startup.

4. USER EVALUATIONS
We have used PartyVote at two parties. Space constraints

prevent us from discussing early user testing in detail; how-
ever, we noted that PartyVote use varied radically. Some
users voted strategically while others simply voted for their
favorite songs. Some users chose to vote multiple times be-
cause they wanted to use the system more or clarify their
preferences. Overall the system was used as expected.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study is a first step in investigating how informal col-

laborations can be facilitated and mediated via user voting.
In the near future, we plan to conduct several larger eval-
uations and examine how other visualizations in the same
PartyVote framework effect user behaviors. We also plan
to look at how voting can constrain options and searches in
other informal applications such as selecting movies to rent.

PartyVote provides a lightweight mechanism for estab-
lished social groups to choose music at a party, relying on
group norms and participant visibility to ensure fair system
use. Guaranteed songs and song weightings allow the ma-
jority to determine the general style of music played while
safeguarding individual choice. Unlike previously reported
recommender systems and music jukeboxes, no user profiles
are needed and constant user vigilance is not required. Thor-
ough user testing is now required.
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